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SAP’s Industry Cloud - The Innovation and 
Transformation Platform for Customers and Partners

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We see that successful enterprises optimize their operations while transforming the processes unique to their business, which drive value. That’s where transformation and innovation happen. SAP’s industry cloud is the driving force to becoming sustainable, intelligent enterprises. The solutions on SAP's industry cloud aim to drive next practices and innovation at the vertical, as well as on the horizontal. Industry Cloud is the next evolution of SAP’s innovation strategy – presenting a joint portfolio of SAP and partners solutions. These solutions address a dedicated business priority whilst designed end-to-end. Deployed on a common platform with built-in integration to the systems and data at the center of your business – independent of the size of your company. This not only ensures continuity; it opens the door wider for invention and creativity to formulate the intelligent enterprise also in the context of RISE with SAP.��• What SAP’s Industry Cloud is and how it complements SAP S/4HANA, Cloud LoB solutions and SAP Business Network�• How customers can gain business value by deploying Industry Cloud Solutions built by SAP and its partners�• Experience the large innovation potential for partners resulting from SAP’s industry cloud strategy�• Gain insights on why customers and partners are embracing Industry Cloud�• Understand what is next for SAP’s Industry Cloud
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Every crisis serves as an accelerator for change. And in the crisis we are mastering right now we see that it is intelligent enterprises that are optimizing their operations to run a profitable business whilst simultaneously being disruptive by transforming their traditional businesses to prosper in the future.



OptimizeOptimize Transform

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Optimizing operations starts with business processes that run inside a company and continues by connecting to the business network: in product design, procurement, manufacturing, finance, or logistics. Digital technologies like machine learning or advanced analytics can augment efficiency from end-to-end processes and support better business decisions. This is what SAP has always been known for in Finance, Manufacturing, Logistics, etc.[CLICK]Intelligent enterprises go further and manage the balance between optimizing what they do today and transforming for the business of the future.The best opportunities to optimize and transform are in the core business of our customers in their industries.Industry is a synonym for the core business of our customers.And this is where SAP’s power really kicks in with its remarkable knowledge and expertise across 25 industries.In former days we infused this knowledge into our R/3, ERP and S/4HANA products… But today a new level of speed and agility is required. 
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Accelerating innovation in the difference-making, 
competition-beating parts of what you do.

SAP's Industry Cloud

extend SAP’s 
intelligent suite 

optimize, extend 
and transform core 
business processes

business applications, 
not just technologies 

built by SAP and 
by its Partners

interoperable 
and cloud native

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is where SAP‘s Industry Cloud comes into the game as a critical element of the Intelligent Enterprise strategy. SAP‘s Industry Cloud accelerates innovation in the difference-making, competition-beating parts of what companies do. Industry Cloud Solutionsextend SAP’s intelligent suite optimize, extend and transform core business processesare business applications, not just technologies are built by SAP and by its PartnersAnd are interoperable and cloud native
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SAP’s Industry Cloud

Get your
innovation fast.

Shape your industry with 
next-practices.

Connect innovation across 
your company.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
With SAP’s industry cloud, we’re evolving our industry strategy to bring creative, next-generation technology to the most critical parts of your business, so you can:Get the latest innovation fast.Wrap everything – all that innovation and those solutions – in the next practices that are shaping your industry.And, of course, integrate them across your entire company. Let’s dive into each of these…
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Get your
innovation fast. 
Top solutions. 
One platform.
One place. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
It starts by giving you open access to the latest industry-specific solutions from SAP and from a global network of innovators, so you can put new ideas to work with speed and agility.We’re bringing the top thinkers, inventors, and disruptors together to co-create the next best ideas for each industry, build them on a common platform, then give you access to the resulting innovations in one place.That’s a faster, more flexible, more accessible way to make progress and transformation happen. It’s how you can tackle complex challenges like making every product and process more sustainable to making each experience you deliver more engaging. And it’s a singular place to access the latest ideas and inventions that make it all possible for every industry.Outside-in perspective documented as Industry Opportunity MapsHighlight solution areas that SAP and/or Partners see a right to play inSolution fit to be built on or integrated via �SAP Business Technology PlatformWhitespace open to be addressed by Partners
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Co-innovation example: Catena-X
Connecting the players and innovators redefining sustainability and speed. 

Industry Cloud 
Solutions

Industry Cloud 
Solutions

Industry Cloud 
Solutions

Industry Cloud 
Solutions

SELL AND SERVICEPRODUCE DESIGN AND ASSEMBLE USE

• Partnership sponsored by 
German Ministry of Economics.

• Connecting top OEMs, suppliers, 
and technology companies.

• Jointly building and operating a 
Business Network for Automotive. 

• Network-aware, Industry Cloud 
Solutions support the entire 
value chain.

• Based on a digital twin and 
connected cars.

Industrial Equipment 
Manufacturers

Drivers

Mobility Providers

Suppliers (design and 
construction)

DealersOEMs

Get your innovation fast. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As we’ve discussed, bringing innovators and thinkers together is at the heart of the industry cloud strategy, and it’s already working in the automotive industry.Today, automotive companies pursuing sustainability are often caught between:Running a profitable and traditional automotive business…While at disrupting the industry to fit into a more sustainably focused, agile, and mobile world.  This is why SAP, supported by the German Ministry of Economics, brought together leading automotive OEMs like BMW, Volkswagen, and more…with suppliers like ZF and Bosch…and cloud Infrastructure providers like Deutsche Telekom.To build an Automotive Alliance. Together with other companies, to participate in the development of an open, scalable network for cross-company and secure information and data exchange in the automotive industry. Through standardized information and data availability, the participating companies want to increase the competitiveness of the automotive industry, improve efficiency in industry-specific collaboration and accelerate company processes across the board. A particular focus is to be placed on small and medium-sized companies, and existing structures in the European vehicle industry are to be integrated into the network. The basis for trustworthy and secure collaboration will be the European data cloud infrastructure GAIA-X.
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Give access to innovation fast. 

Co-innovation for industry next-practices utilizes our Ecosystem
80% of SAP’s Industry Cloud Innovations Delivered by Partners

Business applications, 
not just technologies 

Interoperable 
and cloud native

Extend SAP’s 
intelligent suite 

Optimize, extend 
and transform core 
business processes

Built by SAP and 
by its Partners

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What excites us the most is the huge resonance we get from our entire partner ecosystem!So what is the opportunity for the partner ecosystem:Let me illustrate this with the fact that 80% of the innovation in SAP’s Industry Cloud comes from Partners and this % is likely to increase further We currently have more than 220 ICS build by partners certified as ICS and available globally via the SAP Store And in addition an increasing driver for S/4HANA transformations we see with the GSSP IC Innovation packages – offering customers industry specific comprehensive transformation packages which include next to ICS also specific content, accelerators, reference architectures etc. Above all, this example of SAP IC illustrates how massively the role of the partner is changing in SAP’s corporate strategy currently – as a key innovation driver in the heart of SAP’s industry portfolio!
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Give access to innovation fast. 

.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As we’ve discussed, bringing innovators and thinkers together is at the heart of the industry cloud strategy, and it’s already working in the automotive industry.Today, automotive companies pursuing sustainability are often caught between:Running a profitable and traditional automotive business…While at disrupting the industry to fit into a more sustainably focused, agile, and mobile world.  This is why SAP, supported by the German Ministry of Economics, brought together leading automotive OEMs like BMW, Volkswagen, and more…with suppliers like ZF and Bosch…and cloud Infrastructure providers like Deutsche Telekom.To build an Automotive Alliance. Together with other companies, to participate in the development of an open, scalable network for cross-company and secure information and data exchange in the automotive industry. Through standardized information and data availability, the participating companies want to increase the competitiveness of the automotive industry, improve efficiency in industry-specific collaboration and accelerate company processes across the board. A particular focus is to be placed on small and medium-sized companies, and existing structures in the European vehicle industry are to be integrated into the network. The basis for trustworthy and secure collaboration will be the European data cloud infrastructure GAIA-X.
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SERVICE SELLBUILD 1 2 3

Give access to innovation fast. 

Business Opportunities Across All Partner Types

 Innovate with own software solution, augmenting 
SAP’s Industry Cloud portfolio

 Jointly position industry solutions and broader 
industry value proposition

 Maximize market success leveraging SAP’s 
Partner Solution Progression framework 

 Provide rich set of services to deliver Industry 
Cloud for customer adoption

 Include additional IP and assets, e.g. content, 
accelerators, process and data model extensions, 
etc.

 Bring in own ecosystem to further broaden value 
proposition

 Create strong positioning with industry 
differentiating value 

 Capture opportunities for co-sell and re-sell of 
Industry Cloud solutions and the overall SAP 
portfolio 

 Provide SAP Qualified Partner Package Solutions 
that complement standard software solutions
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Shape your industry with 
next-practices.

Hundreds of processes. 
Innovation at the vertical edge. 
Across all industries.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This vibrant, versatile innovation is just the beginning. We’ve spent decades working with leading businesses across categories and around the world documenting and refining processes, then building those best practices into our suite of solutions. Today, we’re mapping and continually refining the next practices – the new and continuously evolving standards from the vertical edge of leading businesses – that are shaping  industries and defining categories.   Best practices reflect what 80% of companies are doing todayNext practices are the things that leading companies are doing to gain a competitive advantageThe vertical edge comprises technologies, processes, and new business models that are still experimental and may very well fail.
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Mill Products 
and Mining

R
equired business capabilities

Customer 
centricity

Connected and 
automated enterprise

Smart factories and digital 
logistics networks

Value-added services 
and new business models

Sustainable and 
purposeful business

Business Planning Manufacturing & Asset 
Operations Digital Logistics Sustainable Customer 

Relationships

Sales and Operations 
Planning

Order status and item 
traceability & Intelligent asset 

mgmt.

Advanced available to 
promise

Account and contact 
management

Manufacturing & Asset 
network collaboration

Fulfilment tracking and goods 
in-transit

Enterprise performance
management & asset 

prediction & optimization

Transportation execution and 
monitoring

Digital customer experience 
management

Demand-driven replenishment Golden Batch & Mobile Asset 
Mgmt.

Blockchain-based material 
traceability

Inventory optimization

Advanced product 
configuration

Service ticket intelligence

Forecast, order, quality, and 
inventory collaboration

Intelligent product selection
Carbon Footprint & Asset 

maintenance planning and 
Scheduling

Optimized transportation 
scheduling

Social listening and sentiment 
analysis

IDMS with planning (AsInt) Descartes eBooking for Ocean 
Shipment management

SAP Commerce Marketplace Mgmt by  
Mirakl

OMS + Cross-channel order mgt 
Solution (Data xStream)

Optimized Dynamic Pricing (Price f(x))

SAP S/4 HANA Cloud for projects, 
Project Collaboration

Supply Chain Risk Visibility (Wipro)

SAP Rural Sourcing Management

ETM.next (BearingPoint)

INTURN 360 – Excess Inventory 
Optimization

Business network for Logistics, project-
44 add-ons

SAP Paybacks & Chargebacks by 
Vistex (PCE)

SAP Variant configuration & PricingSAP Business Network for Logistics 

Timbeter’ s roundwood measurement 
solution

SAP Asset Strategy & Perform Mgmt

Cogniac Visual Operations Intelligence

TeamViewer Frontline Augmented 
Reality

Sustainability

Enterprise Health Safety & Environment 
Mgmt (Sodales)

Flexienergy (Evolution energy)

EcoVadis – Sustainability Intelligence 
Suite

Product Compliance & 
Footprint

Carbon & Emissions Tracking

Automated Reports & 
Frameworks

Environment Management

Transparency & Networks

3D Product Configuration for SAP 
Commerce Cloud (Expivi)

Trendminer (Software AG)

SAP Enterprise Product Development

SAP Digital Manufacturing Cloud

Shape your industry with next-practices.

From best practices to the vertical edge.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Today, we are the clear market leader in the horizontal layer the defines the backbone of our customer’s business.We now have the opportunity to move up in the layer and become even more relevant, by following the our customers.We can’t do this alone, we need to build an ecosystem of partners. At the same time we need to lead as the integrator of our efforts and those of our partnersHere is an example from Automotive:Automotive Digital Supply Chain & Manufacturing:Horizontal LayerOutgoing from the standard horizontal processes of “make to order” / “assemble to order”, SAP delivers a comprehensive generic portfolio for manufacturing & digital supply chain. The relevant objects & functionalities are available to build for example on a standard make to order process - starting from planning, the product structure, the production order management until the manufacturing execution. Vertical LayerBy default and with the rise of the automotive electrification, the requirements of an end to end “make to order” scenario are changing significantly and major automotive OEMs are resetting their assembly approach from fixed “line assembly” to a flexible and digital “modular production”. Therefore automotive industry specific processes need to be built in the vertical layer on top of the standard portfolio The scenario needs to be supported by automotive specific processes and functionalities like: Characteristic  planning of vehicles / product, process and factory layout / model mix planning / sequencing. Only through the vertical integration a future comprehensive automotive production can be assured.Vertical EdgeOn the vertical edge automotive OEMs are deploying their approach of a digital and fully connected factory globally. The 5G enabled factory, the connection between assembly machines and digital vehicles in assembly are core critical to add topline value. It is required to partner with vertical edge players (Bosch IoT, Siemens,…) to generate additional value.  A seamless integration from Vertical Edge, over the Vertical to the Horizontal Layer is core crucial. Example for an integrated scenario: RFID tagged batteries or automotive components are connected seamlessly with the SAP production order system and can be processed in real-time through the digital supply chain for automotive (JIT / JIS). From top to bottom a change of demand (e.g. last minute change of the vehicle configuration) can be identified in real-time on production execution system (MES) and can influence the machine interaction (re-routing of AGV in a modular production). A flexible and predictive handling of assembly machines can influence the maintenance cycles significantly.Customer engagement & Co-innovation:S/4HANASAP PLM Cloud applicationPlanning & sourcing:S/4HANASAP IBP SAP Ariba networkIntegration Operation Management Manufacture:S/4HANA ManufacturingS/4HANA Environmental Health and SafetyDelivery & Service: logistic in the intelligent enterprise.S/4HANA Extended Warehouse ManagementS/4HANA Transportation Management
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R
equired business capabilities

Requirements management, 
Optimized Dynamic Pricing Digital manufacturing insights Value added services

Collaborative product development Collaboration with plastic pickers Intelligent asset management, e.g. 
Risk based management

Manufacturing execution, Self-
service analytics of process and 

asset data

Demand sensing and 
replenishment

Online Marketplace Mobile maintenance

Purchasing cycle automation

Carrier collaboration, Material 
Tracking & tracing

Product Footprint and Profitability

ONESOURCE SuperFund Excise Tax SAP Asset Manager

SAP Logistics Business Network

SAP Digital Vehicle Hub

SAP Returnable Packaging Management

SAP Enterprise Product Development

SAP Project Intelligence Network

SAP Commerce Marketplace Management 
by Mirakl

SAP Digital Manufacturing Cloud

SAP Asset Strategy and Performance 
Management

Customer Co-Innovation Planning and Sourcing Integrated Operations 
Mgmt. Delivery and Service

Shutdown, Turnaround, Outages SAP Profibility and Performance ManagementPricefx

OvintoCORE Risk based Inspection for SAP 
Solution by AsInt

ContextHub byTrendMiner 

Selling business 
outcomes

Shrinking cycle time

Competing as an 
ecosystem

Adopting strategic agility

Regional / Chemical Specific LCA 
database

Automated calculation of the 
Superfund Excise Taxes 

SAP Rural Sourcing Management

Carbon Minds

Ecovadis

Supplier Sustainability Rating

Chemicals

Shape your industry with next-practices.

From best practices to the vertical edge.
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Eric Geerts

Director Product Management
Descartes

Meet some of our Industry Partners

Hanne Neyens

Alliances Director
Trend Miner

Chloe D'Aillaud De Caseneuve

Alliances Director
Ecovadis
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View Roadmap

• Roadmap of all delivered and 
planned Industry Cloud Solutions 
publicly available

• Available and planned 
SAP- and Partner-built
Industry Cloud Solutions by 
Industry

W H Y  R O A D  M A P  E X P L O R E R ?

Shape your industry with next-practices.

Industry Cloud Roadmap

https://roadmaps.sap.com/board?PRODUCT=000D3A4787E21EDB90F0FF7E8D9C4740&range=CURRENT-LAST#Q1%202021
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Built-in integration. 
Extend the reach of existing data and systems.
Keep your processes flowing smoothly.

Connect innovation across 
your company.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
And finally, all of this invention and innovation only matters if it’s integrated. Because as you push new solutions across the parts of your business that deliver the most value, those solutions still need to connect with the rest of the company’s data, processes, and technology.
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A critical step on the 
path to the cloud.
• Built leveraging SAP Business 

Technology Platform.

• Suite qualities create seamless 
out-of-the-box integration.

• SAP One Domain Model 
simplifies development by SAP 
and partners.

BUSINESS NETWORK

BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY PLATFORM

LEAD TO CASH

DESIGN TO OPERATE

SOURCE TO PAY

RECRUIT TO RETIRE

SEAMLESS
User 

Experience

ALIGNED
Domain 
Models

ONE
Workflow 

Inbox

CONSISTENT
Security & Identity Mngmt

E2E
Process Blueprints

COORDINATED
Lifecycle 
Mngmt

EMBEDDED & 
CROSS-PRODUCT

Analytics

Customer Human 
Resources

Finance 
& Procurement

Manufacturing 
& Supply Chain

AND MULTIPLE SUB PROCESSES

INDUSTRY CLOUD SOLUTIONS built by SAP INDUSTRY CLOUD SOLUTIONS built by Partners

SUITE QUALITIES

OUT-OF-THE-BOX INTEGRATION

SAP ONE DOMAIN MODEL

A
PP

LI
C

A
TI

O
N

S
B

U
SI

N
ES

S 
PR

O
C

ES
SE

S
TE

C
H

N
O

LO
G

Y

Connect innovation across your company.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
End-to-end business processes based on best practices span across SAP’s Intelligent Suite Industry Cloud extends these processes with next practices and innovation at the vertical edgeThey are built on or integrated via SAP’s Business Technology Platform Distinct suite qualities facilitate a seamless out-of-the-box integrationSAP One Domain Model simplifies the development of Industry Cloud Solutions by SAP and partners
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Connect innovation across your company.

Open Innovation Platform Qualities and Customer Demands

Straightforward 
user experience 
across all SAP 

solutions

 ONE look and feel

 Increasing end-user 
integrity and 
acceptance

 Following SAP Fiori 
design, modern UI 
that offers great 
performance 

Consistent 
security and 

identity 
management

 Foundation for the 
Intelligent Enterprise: 
“kernel services”

 Security and identity 
management, 
application lifecycle 
management, 
core integration, 
experience

Aligned domain 
models, APIs, and 

events

 SAP One Domain 
Model: harmonize
domain models across 
SAP

 Synchronize business 
objects and semantics

 Reduce integration and 
extension efforts

 Leverage SAP Graph

Preconfigured 
integrations

Open integration
SAP software to 

third party

 Offer unrivaled speed 
and add business value 
by default

 Reduce friction for 
developers and 
administrators

 Leverage the available 
iFlows and integration 
content packages

 Open Connectors:
accelerate connectivity 
to non-SAP apps and 
data

 SAP API Business Hub: 
process blueprints, 
one domain model, APIs, 
and events
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SAP’s Industry Cloud

Get your
innovation fast.

Shape your industry with 
next-practices.

Connect innovation across 
your company.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
With SAP’s industry cloud, we’re evolving our industry strategy to bring creative, next-generation technology to the most critical parts of your business, so you can:Get the latest innovation fast.Wrap everything – all that innovation and those solutions – in the next practices that are shaping your industry.And, of course, seamlessly integrate across your entire company. Let’s dive into each of these…



THANK YOU!
Frank Ruland
VP & Head of Industry Ecosystem

M: frank.ruland@sap.com
L: https://www.linkedin.com/in/frankruland/

mailto:kai.finck@sap.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/frankruland/
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